
Solution of Pathological Process Optimization

Wexis Products
Product Name                        Product Description

Grossing Station PW900

Specimen Freezer SF736

Pathology Specimen Filing System

Microtome Series

Tissue Fixative 
(10% Neutral Buffered Formalin)

Hematoxylin-Eosin Solution

Pathology Grade Paraffin Wax

Feather Disposable 
Microtome Blade

Microscope Slides 
& Cover Glass

Embedding Cassette & 
Stainless Steel Embedding Mould

Ergonomically designed, fully functional, allowing you to stay away from 
pollution and poisoning; quality stainless steel plate, water proof, 
rustproof, acid- & alkali-resistant.

Dual-compressor freezing, double security, effectively prevents formalde-
hyde volatilization.

Light & split-type designed, same dimension of the 3 types of cabinets, 
provides flexibility to free combination per users' requirements.

Wexis’ microtomes provide difference type for you selection, Rotary 
Microtome and Cryo-Microtome

Formalin Fixative is the reagent widely used for fixing and preserving 
tissue samples for diagnosis in medical laboratories. 

Stable and precipitate free with constant results; intensely stained for 
specimens after special stain and immuno-staining

Made in Germany. Paraffin waxes that are obtained with the aid of 
complex refining processes such as distillation, crystallization and 
deoiling in the course of petroleum production

These advanced knives are the result of extensive R&D and consist of 
special disposable blades and a holder.

Wexis Microscope Slides are made from best quality sheet glass, individ-
ually examined for uniform quality, dust free and cleanliness.
Wexis microscope slide cover slips is made of selected superior glass 
material, each slip has constant thickness; both upper and bottom 

Wexis-Pro embedding cassettes have incorporated design with sliding 
slot for easy assembly and disassembly of the lid. The cassettes are 
made of high quality POM and are quality tested, suitable for use in 
toluene, ethanol, acetone and many other chemical solvents
Stainless Steel Embedding Mould use quality stainless Steel, durable
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Wexis CP380 maintains an ideal 
cooling temperature for the tissue 
blocks pending for sectioning.

Replacement of the traditional 
ice-making procedures, time and 
processes saving.

Cold Plate with unique elevated 
edges to avoid water drain off, 
ensuring clean work surface

Dissolves wax quickly, that enhances 
the melting wax efficiency.

6L large capacity aluminum alloy 
cylinder.

Improving quality of paraffin wax

Heated faucet, ensuring smooth wax 
flow without blocking

Embedding 
& Sectioning 
Optimization

Latest version with effective heating

Wide top heating plate allows possible 
trimming of 5-6 blocks at one time

Low center of gravity, keep stability 
during trimming

“Drawer Type” Removable wax collec-
tion box

Combination Unit for Floatation & 
Drying

Ergonomically designed with small 
and slim body.

Detachable water bath offers easier 
water replacement and cleaning

Stainless steel water bath and drying 
hotplate are both painted in black, 
providing ideal contrast for easy 
observation

“Stacking Tiles” design, convenient and 
protection

Perfect angle of the surface, drain the 
sample and non-dropping.

Drying hotplate with large capacity dries 
a maximum of 48 slides at one time.

Accurate temperature controls

Optimized the process of pathology that allows the pathologist work more smoothly 
and effectively

WEXIS Solution of Pathological Process Optimization

Cold Plate CP380

Wax Dispenser WD360
Wax Trimmer TR302

Floatation/Drying 
Workstation FL220

Floatation/Drying 
Workstation FL220

The assistant instruments can be improved the diagnostic process efficiency, then 
reducing unnecessary waiting time in the process

Standardized the pathology supporting construction, and improve working environ-
ment of the pathological diagnosis


